Audio TC meeting April 12th 2007

Attendees:
- Jacques Cayuela (JC - OW2)
- Xavier Moghrabi (XM - INRIA)
- Petr Tuma (PT - Charles University)

Proposed Agenda
- Life cycle agreement
- TC Organization
- OW2 project migration
- Miscellaneous

Life cycle agreement

JC: Do we provide Research projects as pre-incubator phase?

PT: Research projects stay research projects and they don't become automatically production ready product. A new project should not be automatically accepted as research projects.

JC: When a project enters OW2, it goes to the incubator, then 2 ways one for Enterprise and another for Research.

PT: There are distinctions between archive of Research and Enterprise projects. We need to enforce the incubator-to-active step.

JC: Will draw a new picture and send it to the list.

XM: What about the initiatives, should we also specify a life cycle for initiative?

JC: An initiative may reuse active projects. TC Organization

JC: Propose report every week and an audio conference each 2 weeks. JC will send a proposition on the mailing list.

OW2 project migration

JC: we have started the migration by:
- asking the project to register
- put an OW2 logo on the project web pages
- physical migration on the new platform achieved for the 1st July

Miscellaneous

XM: JORAM has passed the JMS 1.1 TCK.